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Hawk Clean and Coat is a division of

WindJet Nozzles

The AA727 WindJet nozzles generate a quiet, efficient, flat fan of compressed air
which is ideal for removing excess rinse water and speeding drying times. They can
also be used for drying crevices and other hard-to-reach areas. Mounted side-by-side
they produce an effective "curtain of air" that prevents liquid carryover.
The AA707 WindJets are designed for air control applications requiring a single
stream, high-impact jet of air. They produce a tightly directed round spray pattern with
minimum noise levels. Their efficient use of air reduces costs.

AA727 - 1/4
(ABS Plastic Male Conn.)

AA707 - 1/4
(ABS Plastic)

Both nozzles are available in durable ABS plastic, PPS (polyphenylene sulfide), sturdy
aluminum, PVDF and stainless steel.
These nozzles are available from Monitor
Distributors (031 205-4313) as well as Monitor
Engineering (011 618-3860) and Autrex Industrial
(021 976-3073)
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New 350 bar Rotating Nozzles
We have recently imported some new rotating nozzles, they are capable of handling pressures of up to 350
bar at up to 90°C, the new closed casing makes them more robust than previous models. The nozzle sizes
vary from an 035 to 09 l/min. It makes use of a rotating nozzle which delivers the extra impact and cleaning
power of a solid stream, while the high speed rotation creates a spray pattern giving larger coverage. In
this way, you are getting the best of both worlds, cleaning efficiency can be increased by as much as 80%.

Roof Cleaning High
Pressure Cleaner
Here is another example of how we
can custom design and
build any unit to suit
our customers
application.
This unit was designed
for roof cleaning, it is a
standard high
pressure cleaner with
a live hose reel
mounted onto the
chassis, keeping the
hose neat and preventing it
from getting damaged.

Although Aveer Newal has only
recently joined our stores team,
he has already shown that he is
a fast learner. If he is as hard
working and friendly as his father
Danny and brother Vikesh, he
will go a long way with Monitor.

"Hors d'oeuvre?"

“Life is what happens when we're making other plans.”

Versatile, durable and affordable
under body cleaning solutions
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Under Body Washer
Hawk was asked to design a rotating nozzle unit
to wash the underbody of trucks and bakkies. It
sprays water at high pressure under the vehicle,
which removes the dirt and grease that has built
up. Four castor wheels allow the unit to move
easily under the
vehicle. The system is
powered entirely by
the high pressure
water from the Hawk
high pressure
cleaner and does not
r e q u i r e a n y
additional power or
water supply.

Technical Data
Part No.
WAW1600F

Configuration

Max. Bar

Max. L/min

Coverage

Handles & castors

300

23

16"

Unique Rotating Arms
The unit consists of two rotating flat or solid stream nozzles
attached to two arms that rotate at very high speed.

Unique Guarantee
Precision engineering and the use of high quality materials
have enabled Hawk in South Africa to give a comprehensive
Guarantee to cover their products. A full one year's warranty
covers the workmanship and materials against defects, while
they are also covered by a unique spares guarantee. Should
the required Hawk pump or accessory spare part not be
available within 24 hours because of a out-of-stock situation,
they will be airfreighted from the factory, and fitted, free of
charge.
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